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A most obvious problem inherent in a federal constitution is the
continuing conflict of powers and of spheres of authority of the respective state and federal agencies. The object of the present paper
is to consider the principles, if any, currently used to resolve these
difficulties in the regulation of the natural gas and electric utilities.'
This paper is not a treatise on the jurisdiction of the Federal Power
Commission. It is rather an examination of the appellate decisions in
this field to see whether any general trends or tendencies are indicated,
and to discover any criteria used by, or factors operating upon, the
courts, whether consciously or not, in determining whether to extend
or restrict federal jurisdiction. Some constructive criticism will also
be attempted of any criteria or tests thought to be unsatisfactory.
NATURAL

GAS

The astounding development of the natural gas industry from 1926
is well known. To strike gas was no longer the oilman's disappointment. As a fuel natural gas was becoming valuable and popular.
Transportation by pipeline was spreading over the length and breadth
of the nation. At both ends of the interstate pipeline the industry had
become subject to state public utility regulation. In the fields, state
regulation in the interests of conservation was effected by rate fixing
and production quotas. At the distribution end, rates and services
were regulated in the interests of consumers on the same basis as other
public utilities. It was apparent, however, that both systems of regulation, particularly the latter, were threatened by the monopolistic and
unregulated position of the interstate pipeline companies. It was to
fill this gap in state regulation 2 that Congress passed the Natural Gas
*
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1. The consideration of electricity will be concentrated on Parts II and III of
the Federal Power Act. It is not proposed to consider the problems of federal
jurisdiction over navigable waters.
2. Report to the House of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commercs
(No. 709) on H.R. 6586, 75th Congress 1st Session at pp. 2 & 3. This purpose
of the Act was also affirmed in: Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co. v. Indiana
Public Service Commission, 71 PUR (NS) 97, 103-105 (1947), Ohio Public
Utilities Commission v. United Fuel Co., 317 U.S. 456, 467, 63 S.Ct. 361, 87
L.Ed 396 (1943) FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 609, 64 S.Ct. 281,
88 LEd. 333 (1944), East Ohio case, and Interstate case.
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Act 1938,3 providing for federal regulation of the interstate transportation of natural gas, and of the sale of such gas in interstate commerce
for resale.
The extent of federal jurisdiction was prescribed in s. I (b)
The provisions of this act shall apply to the transportation
of natural gas in interstate commerce, to the sale in interstate
commerce of natural gas for resale for ultimate public consumption for domestic, commercial, industrial, or any other
use, and to natural-gas companies engaged in such transportation or sale, but shall not apply to any other transportation
or sale of natural gas or to the local distribution of natural
gas or to the facilities used for such distribution or to the
production or gathering of natural gas.
It will be observed, particularly from the last three qualifying phrases,
that federal regulation was not extended to the limits of legislative
power under the Commerce Clause. The Act could have been wider.
Nevertheless the extent of the Commission's jurisdiction is not divorced
from constitutional problems. The connection arises by reason of the
Cooley doctrine. The Act was passed to "fill the gap" left by the constitutional limitations on state regulatory power.4 The jurisdiction
provisions therefore should be construed as far as possible by reference
to the points beyond which, absent federal legislation, state regulation
would be an unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce. 5 The
difficulty is, however, that the pre-1938 constitutional limitations on
state power were no less vague than the jurisdiction provisions of the
statute.
One other sub-section should be kept in mind. Most of the substantive sections of the Act, which prescribe the nature of the regulation imposed, provide what shall or may bt done by a "natural-gas
company" or by the Commission in respect of a "natural-gas company."
S. 2 (6) defines a "natural-gas company" as "a person engaged in the
transportation of natural gas in interstate commerce, or the sale in
interstate commerce of such gas for resale." This is significant, for no
matter how small or incidental the item of transportation or sale may
be which renders the company a "natural-gas company", once it has
been fixed with that status, then the Commission may order or forbid
the extension of facilities (s.7), and may order the company to keep
3. 52 Stat. 821.

4. See note 2, supra.
5. The leading cases on the limits of state regulatory power were Missouri ex rel.
Barrett v. Kansas Natural Gas Co., PUR 1924 E, 78, and Rhode Island Public

Utilities Commission v. Attleboro Steam and Electric Co., PUR 1927 B, 348.
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prescribed accounts, records of cost-accounting procedures, correspondence, memoranda, papers, books and other records (s.8) . Further the
company must file such reports as the Commission may prescribe
(s.10). None of these matters is limited to the transportation or sale
which brings the company within federal jurisdiction. Neither does
compliance with the requirements of the Commission relieve the company from keeping such accounts and records, and making such reports, as may be required by the state commission. The burdens of a
"natural-gas company" therefore, may be substantial, even though the
interstate activities of the company be comparatively small.
Problems of jurisdiction have arisen in three matters:
1. The extent of "production or gathering."
2. The extent of "local distribution of natural gas or the facilities
used for such distribution."
3.

Regulation of direct sales to industrial consumers.

Production and Gathering. Perhaps the most controversial issue in
gas regulation is the propriety of federal jurisdiction over field prices.
The testimony of Mr. Dozier de Vane, solicitor to the FPC, before
the subcommittee of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce hearing on H.R. 11, 662,6 was emphatic that field prices
and rates of sales by producer-gatherers were not to be subject to
federal regulation. 7 But CI.I (b) was substantially different in H.R.
65868 which eventually became the act, and the subsequent legislative
history shows no clear intent) The truth of the matter seems to be
that Congress was concentrating on the reduction of pipeline company
profits by the regulation of prices at the city gates. After the passing of
the Act, the Commission assumed jurisdiction over the transportation
of gas in interstate pipelines, and over sales for resale by the pipeline
companies. But this was as far back as the Commission went. Sales by
producer-gatherers to the pipeline companies were thought to be
within the production and gathering exemption. 10 Consistently with
this view, it was held in 1949 that the Commission had no jurisdiction
6. 74th Congress, 2nd Session.

7. At pp. 28, 34, and 42.
8. 75th Congress, 1st Session.
9. See i) The Hearing on H.R. 4008 before the House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, 75th Congress, 1st Session. ii) Report (No. 709) of
the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on H.R. 6586,
75th Congress, 1st Session. iii) Congressional Record, 75th Congress, 3rd
Session, pp. 6986, 8342-7, 9101, Appendix 2422.

10. Re Columbian Fuel Corp., 35 PUR (NS) I (1940).
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over the transfer of certain field leases by an interstate pipeline company. 1 ' However in Colorado Interstate Gas Co. v. FPC12 it was held
that where the interstate pipeline company is also the producer, 13 then
in calculating its rate of return the production and gathering facilities can be included in a rate base for the whole enterprise, rather
than some field price being taken as an operating expense of the
pipeline business. The case may be justified on the ground that s. 9 (a)
provides for the determination of proper depreciation for, inter alia,
the property of a natural-gas company "used or useful in production."
Thus the Act seems to contemplate that once a company qualifies as
a "natural-gas company" then any production facilities which it has
may be included in its rate base.' 4 The court sought to demonstrate
that the production and gathering exemption was not infringed by
saying that the decision
does not mean that the part of s.I (b) which provides that
the act shall not apply 'to the production or gathering. of
natural gas' is given no meaning. Certainly that provision precludes the Commission from any control over the activity of
producing or gathering natural gas. For example, it makes
plain that the Commission has no control over the drilling
and spacing of wells and the life (p.79).
The decision was limited to cases where production and interstate
transportation are run as one enterprise. Federal regulation was carried further, however, in the case of Interstate Natural Gas Co.
v. FPC.1 5 The court there held that the actual prices charged by a
producer to three interstate pipeline companies, one of which was an
affiliate, were subject to federal regulation. Gathering was complete
and transportation had begun at the point at which property passed.
Again the Court attempted to show that its decision was consistent
with some effect being given to the production and gathering exemption. At p. 6:
Clearly, among the powers thus reserved to the states is the
power to regulate the physical production and gathering of
natural gas in the interests of conservation or of any other
consideration of legitimate local concern. It was the intention
11.

FPC v. Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co., 337 U.S. 498, 69 S.Ct. 1251, 93 L.Ed.

1499 (1951).
12. 58 PUR (NS) 65, 324 U.S. 581, 65 S.Ct. 829, 89 L.Ed. 1206 (1945).
13. The producer was actually affiliated to the interstate pipeline company, but

was operating in collaboration with it and the whole was treated

by

the Com-

mission as a single enlerprise.
14. S. 14 (b) also supports this view. But see the dissent of Stone CJ on the constroction of these sections (p. 90).
15. 69 PUR (NS) 1, 331 U.S. 682, 67 S.Ct. 1482, 91 L.Ed. 1742 (1947).
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of Congress to give full freedom in these matters. Thus, where
sales, though technically consummated in interstate commerce, are made during the course of production and gathering and are so closely connected with the local incidents
of that process as to render regulation by the Federal Power
Commission inconsistent or a substantial interference with
the exercise by the state of its regulatory functions, the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission does not attach.
But such conflict must clearly be shown.
The climax came in 1954. In PhillipsPetroleum Co. v. State of Wisconsin 16 the court held that all sales by producers, whether affiliate
or independent, to interstate pipeline companies are subject to federal
regulation, whether made before, at, or after, the completion of the
gathering process. All independent producers and gatherers selling to
interstate pipelines are therefore "natural-gas companies". The impact of this case has been tremendous, bringing within federal jurisdiction several hundred companies which had always been thought
to be immune.17 The corollary of the decision is that sales by producers to the interstate pipelines are not subject to state regulation.
This was affirmed in Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America v.
Panoma Corp.,18 Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America v. Corp. Commof Oklahoma,19 and Cities Services Gas Co. v. Kansas State Corp.
Comm. 20 The position taken in the Phillips case was further consoli-

dated in Deep South Oil Co. of Texas v. FPC.2t There the Petitioner
was a producer, selling its gas at the wellhead to a processing and gathering company, which in turn resold to an interstate pipeline. The
Petitioner owned no facilities beyond its well equipment. Held, that
the Petitioner was a "natural-gas company" and its sales were subject
to federal regulation. In an attempt to show that the production and
16. 3 PUR 3d 129, 347 U.S. 672, 74 S.Ct. 794, 98 L.Ed. 1035 (1954).
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

The consequences of the decision will be appreciated when it is remembered

that field prices were in practice subject to state regulation. Thus many sales
made at rates ordered by the state commissions were above the negotiated
contract prices. The effect of the Phillips line of cases is to render state regulation illegal. But to what extent is this retrospective? Are producers liable to
refund the excess to the interstate pipelines? And could the latter be compelled to pass on such refunds to the ultimate consumers? Many such problems remain to be litigated.
349 U.S. 44, 75 S.Ct. 576, 99 L.Ed. 866 (1955).
349 U.S. 44, 75 S.Ct. 578, 99 L.Ed. 866 (1955).
355 U.S. 391, 78 S.Ct. 381, 2 L.Ed. 2d 355 (1958).
United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. Heard with the companion cases of Shell Oil Co. v. FPC, 20 PUR 3rd 490, Certiorari denied
355 U.S. 930 and 967, 78 S.Ct. 410 and 533, 2 L.Ed. 2d 413 and 543 (1958),
and Continental Oil Co. v. FPC, 20 PUR 3rd 493, Certiorari denied 352 U.S.
966, 77 S.Ct. 352, 1 L.Ed. 2d 321 (1957).
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gathering exemption had not been completely exterminated, the court
said (at p. 477) that
The exemption of production and gathering merely means
that the physical activities, facilities, and properties used by
petitioner in the production and gathering of natural gas
are not within the commission's power of regulation.
22
But in other recent cases, it has been held that both the construction
23
and the abandonment of physical facilities of production and gathering are subject to federal regulation. It is impossible to escape the
conclusion that the production and gathering exemption has been
24
whittled down to vanishing point.
Since the Phillips case, several attempts have been made to mitigate
or reverse the consequences of the decision by legislation. In 1956, the
Harris-Fulbright Bill

25

passed Congress. This excluded the facilities

of production and gathering and the prices charged by producergatherers from federal regulation, but provided that the Commission
could disallow as an operating expense any "unreasonable" prices
paid by a pipeline company. 26 The Bill was, however, vetoed by the
27
President for reasons not directly connected with the merits.

It is difficult to reconcile this development with any careful analysis
of the statute. The Phillips line of cases resuire that s. I (b) should be
construed as applying federal regulation to all sales in interstate commerce for resale, even when made in the process of production or
gathering,28 and to the construction or abandonment of all facilities
for such sales, even though they may be production or gathering facilities. Yet under the regulatory sections of the Act, rates and services,
and the construction and abandonment of facilities, are the only
aspects of production and gathering which could be regulated by the
22. Re Superior Oil Co., 17 PUR 3rd 439 (1957). Saturn Oil and Gas Co. v. FPC,
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, 20 PUR 3rd 123.
23. J. M. Huber Corp. v. FPC, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, 15
PUR 3rd 434 (1956), Certiorari denied, 352 U.S. 971, 77 S.Ct. 363, 1 LEd. 2d
324 (1957).
24. "Nothing could be more absurd than to say that production and gathering are
exempt but that the final sale by the producer and gatherer is subject to the
act. That line of reasoning reduces the exemption to a hollow shell without
Clark CJ dissenting in Wisconsin v. FPC (Philcontent or meaning." -Per
lips Petroleum Co., Intervenor) , 100 PUR (NS) 506, 514 (1953).
25. 84th Congress, H.R. 6645.
26. For the text and other terms of the Bill see the Congressional Record, 84th
Congress, 2nd Session, p. 2897.
27. See the veto message to the House. Congressional Record, 84th Congress, 2nd
Session, p. 2897.
28. This was the contention of Commissioner Scott dissenting in Re Columbian
Fuel Corp., 35 PUR (NS) 3, 11.
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Commission in any event. Thus on this view, it follows that there is
nothing at all which the exemption can operate to exempt. Indeed the
whole wording of the Act is more consistent with the original practice of the Commission than with the recent developments in the
courts. The court says 29 that the exemption is limited to the physical
activities, facilities and properties used in the production and gathering process. Yet the very subsection (I.b) in which the exemption
appears shows that if Congress intended to refer to the physical facilities (as opposed to the business of producing and selling) then it
would do so specifically. For in the companion exemption applying
to the other end of the pipeline the Act provides that it shall not
apply "to the local distribution of natural gas or to the facilities used
for such distribution." When therefore, in the same sentence, the Act
goes on to provide that it shall not apply "to the production or gathering of natural gas" it is apparent that this must mean something other
than the facilities used for production and gathering. Just as the words
"local distribution" exempt the business of local distribution, so it
is submitted, the words "production and gathering" exempt the businesses of production and gathering. Again, the wording of S. 5 (a)
suggests the same construction. This provides that the Commission
... upon its own motion or upon complaint of any State, municipality, State commission, or gas distributing company. . . " may by order
fix rates and other matters there stated. If field prices were intended to
be the subject of federal regulation then surely interstate pipeline
companies would be included in the list of potential complainants.
These objections would be quite formidable if the question had only
been res integra, but it is submitted that the weight of authority also
was against the Phillips decision. It is not difficult to understand the
resentment of the producing states when it is remembered that for 16
years after the Act, the Commission had operated on the basic assumption that field prices of independent companies (including sales to
the pipelines at the end of the gathering process) were not subject to
federal regulation. Time and again has the Supreme Court said that
great weight should be given to the settled interpretation by a federal
commission of its own jurisdiction. 30 The maxim "Contemporanea expositio est optima et fortissima in lege" may not be an immutable rule
of construction in a progressive society, but it is at least a safe guide
29. In Deep South at p. 477.
30. Egs. United States v. American Trucking Associations, 310 U.S. 534, 60 S.Ct.
1059, 84 L.Ed. 1345, 1354 (1940). United States v. Shreveport Grain and Elevator Co., 287 U.S. 77, 84, 53 S.Ct. 42, 77 L.Ed. 175 (1932). Panhandle Eastern
Pipe Line Co. v. FPC 13 PUR 3rd 497, 502.
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where the issues are politically controversial and where progressive
interpretation is tantamount to legislation.
On all sides it is now conceded that field sales, even wellhead sales,
for the interstate market are in interstate commerce. There is clear
and substantial authority for the proposition that, under the United
States Constitution, the states may regulate interstate commerce only
so far as the regulation affects matters of local concern, and only to
the extent that Congress has not acted.31 In other words, there can be
31.

i) Article VI (ii). Cooley v. Board of Wardens of the Port of Philadelphia,
12 How. 299, 319, 13 L.Ed. 996 (1851).
ii) Chicago R. I. and P. Railway Co. v. Hardwick Farmers Elevator Co., 226
U.S. 426, 33 S.Ct. 174, 57 L.Ed. 284 (1912). At p. 435, "It must follow in consequence of the action of Congress to which we have referred that the power
of the State over the subject-matter ceased to exist from the moment that
Congress exerted its paramount and all embracing authority over the subject.
We say this because the elementary and long settled doctrine is that there can
be no divided authority over interstate commerce and that the regulations
of Congress on that subject are supreme."
iii) Other cases to the same effect: Milk Control Board v. Eisenberg Farm
Products, 306 U.S. 346, 59 S.Ct. 528, 83 L.Ed. 752 (1939). Paul Klopstock &
Co. Inc. v. United Fruit Co., 171 La. 296, 131 So. 25. (1930). South Carolina
State Highway Dept. v. Barnwell Bros. Inc., 303 U.S. 177, 58 S.Ct. 510, 82 LEd.
734 (1938). First Iowa Hydro-Electric Cooperative v. FPC, 328 U.S. 152,
66 S.Ct. 906, 90 L.Ed. 1143 (1946).
iv) A distinction. must be drawn, however, between a grant of jurisdiction to
regulate, and a delegation of power to legislate. The Natural Gas Act contains both. In the case of a simple delegation of power to legislate, there is no
supersedure until the delegated legislation is issued. See eg. Northwestern
Bell TelephoneCo. v. Nebraska State Ry. Comm., 297 U.S. 471, 56 S.Ct. 536,
80 L.Ed. 810 (1936) . But a grant of jurisdiction to regulate occupies the
field from the moment of enactment. The difference between regulation
and delegated legislation, is, it is submitted, the Austinian distinction between
particular and general commands. Perhaps a workable rule of thumb is
whether the prescribed procedure by which the orders are to be made is of a
judicial or legislative nature. However this is only a general guide. Any intimation in the statute that state regulation is superseded, or that it should
continue, is conclusive.
v) In Illinois Natural Gas Co. v. Central Illinois Public Service Co., 42 PUR
(NS) 53 (1942), the state commission sought to order that an intrastate
wholesaler dealing in interstate gas be required to supply a particular distributor. Held - - - - by the Supreme Court - - - that this was within the
scope of the Natural Gas Act and that the state had no jurisdiction to
regulate.
vi) In Parker v. Brown, 317 U.S. 341, 63 S.Ct. 307, 87 L.Ed. 315 (1943), the
Court said (p. 325), "Occupation of a legislative 'field' by Congress in the exercise of a granted power is a familiar example of its constitutional power to
suspend state laws." It is true that in Parker v. Brown the Court held that
state legislation would not be superseded until federal regulation actually became effectual in the particular circumstances. But the case is readily distinguishable. There the issue was the extent of the Agricultural Marketing
Agreement Ace, 1937, a statute which would only become operative in particular cases when the Secretary of Agriculture chose to apply it. This is
quite different from the comprehensive and exclusive system of regulation
provided by the Natural Gas Act. Further, in that case the statute itself contemplated the continued existence of state regulation. See S. 10 (i) . It was ex-
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no overlap between state jurisdiction and federal legislation. If the
latter provides a comprehensive and exclusive system of regulation
then it takes priority from the moment of enactment. 32 Thus any decision on the extent of federal legislation at the production end of the
pipeline must necessarily be also a decision on the constitutional limits
of state jurisdiction. 33 Similarly any case which decides that the states
may regulate a specific matter at the production end is necessarily
also a decision that this matter is outside the scope of existing federal
legislation. 34 Thus any decision that field prices of independent producer-gatherers are amenable to state regulation is authority against
the Phillips case. Such authority exists and was before the Court in
1954. In Cities Service Gas Co. v. Peerless Oil Co., 35 the Court held

that field prices of sales by an independent producer-gatherer to an
pressly for these reasons that the Court refused to apply the general rule that
federal regulatory legislation supersedes state legislation. (See p. 328).
vii) Douglas J. dissenting in Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America v. Panoma
Corp., 349 U.S. 44, 75 S.Ct. 576, 99 L.Ed. 866 (1955), and in Natural Gas
Pipeline Co. of America v. Corp. Comm. of Oklahoma, 349 U.S. 44, 75 S.Ct.
578, 99 L.Ed. 866 (1955), thought that even after federal legislation came into
force, the states could still regulate in the same field until the moment when
the federal agencies actually made federal regulation effective. But this is
against the weight of authority, and indeed is against the majority opinions
in those cases.
viii) It may be argued that the doctrine of supersedure is not of universal
application in the regulation of the power utilities. There is some overlap,
for example, in the keeping of accounts and records. State and federal commissions respectively may prescribe different accounting methods to be used
by the same utility. See eg. the Hartford case at p. 212, and Arkansas Light and
Power Co. v. FPC, 185 F.2d 751 (D.C. 1950). But to this argument there
are two replies. Both the Federal Power Act (in s. 301a) and the Natural Gas
Act (in s. 8a) expressly provide that jurisdiction of the FPC to require
prescribed accounts and records shall not exclude state jurisdiction. This example, therefore, is of no relevance to other matters in which federal regulation is prescribed without any proviso allowing a concurrent state jurisdiction.
Secondly, even if there were no statutory proviso, accounts and records are distinguishable from other objects of regulation. There is no federal policy which
regards any particular methods of utility accounting as desirable ends per se.
Regulation of accounts is incidental or subsidiary to the regulation of some
other matter, egs. rates, and the construction and abandonment of facilities.
Thus regulation of accounting is in the nature of a procedure used for the
regulation of substantive items, and the argument that there can be no overlap
in substantive regulation is not impaired by showing that there is some
overlap in procedure.
32. But of course the same company may be subject to state and federal regulation in respect of different activities or facilities.
33. The proposition presupposes that the federal legislation purports to be
exhaustive and exclusive and does not contemplate any continuation of state
regulation in the same sphere. This is the position of the Natural Gas Act.
34. But of course the converse would not follow. If a court decides that the states
may not regulate a specific matter in interstate commerce, then this may be
for reasons other than that this matter is covered by federal legislation.
35. 87 PUR (NS) 41 (1950).
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interstate pipeline could be regulated by the state commission. The
question of whether these prices were subject to federal regulation
under the Natural Gas Act was not raised by the parties and the Court
expressly refused to rule upon it. But if the above argument is correct then it follows that the case necessarily involved determination
of the very issue on which the Court expressly refused to rule. The
decision was therefore persuasive authority, albeit per incuriam,
against the extension of federal regulation to field prices. In Phillips,
the Court explained the Cities Service decision on the basis that the
states were free to regulate matters which were not in fact being
subjected to regulation by the federal Commission. On this view, the
case did not involve any issue dependent upon the construction of the
Natural Gas Act. But, as is clear from the cases cited s6 the states may
regulate interstate commerce only to the extent that the subject
matter is not covered by federal statute.37 State regulation gives way
to federal legislation.. It makes no difference that the federal regulatory authorities are not in fact operating to the full extent of their
statutory jurisdiction. The Court therefore erred in Cities Service in
thinking that the issue could be decided without determining the
extent of the Natural Gas Act, and repeated the error in Phillips in
regarding Cities Service as distinguishable.
Further, the case of FPC v. Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. 38 contains dicta which clearly suggests that in 1949, the Court was of opinion
that sales in the course of production and gathering, and the facilities
of production and gathering were not subject to federal regulation.
At p. 506:
In Colorado Interstate Gas Co. .

.

. the Court permitted the

Commission to examine and consider the cost of production
and gathering. The use of such data for rate making is not a
precedent for regulation of any part of production or marketing.
At p. 509:
To accept these arguments . . . would establish wise control

by the Federal Power Commission over the production and
gathering of gas. It would invite expansion, of power into
other phases of the forbidden area. It would be an assump36. See note 27, supra.

37. Subject also, of course, to other limitations. The matter must be one of "local
concern." Fortunately it is not necessary to define that term for present
purposes. It seems to be a label which the courts attach to the area in which
state regulation is permissible, rather than a precise definition of that area.
38. 337 U.S. 498, 69 S.Ct. 1251, 93 LEd. 1499 (1949).
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tion of powers specifically denied the Commission by the
words of the Act as explained in the report on the floor of
both Houses of Congress. The legislative history of this Act
is replete with evidence of the care taken by Congress to keep
the power over the production and gathering of gas within
the states.
For these reasons, it is submitted that the Phillips case is against
the weight of authority and repugnant.to the wording of the statute.
It is only when a policy approach is taken that the case becomes arguable both ways. Even here, however, the argument against the
decision is quite substantial. The public policy of this nation requires
that interstate commerce shall generally be conducted on the basis of
free competition. 39 Regulation of businesses affected with a public
interest is exceptional. In the fuel and power industries one of the
primary tests for determining whether or not regulation should be applied is whether the business is a natural monopoly. Thus if competition is impracticable 40 or uneconomical 4' then regulation is required to prevent the accrual of monopoly profits, and to ensure that
the business is conducted in the public interest. Applying the natural
monopoly test to the natural gas industry it is apparent that local distribution and long distance pipeline transportation should be regulated, but the same cannot be said of production. The producer or
gatherer is not in a monopoly position. An interstate pipeline commonly buys from several independent producer-gatherers, and is in a
strong bargaining position to enforce competition among. them.4 2 This
argument is reinforced if we bear in mind the nature of the producer's
business. He has none of that aura of security which typifies a public
utility. When in search of gas well gas43 he is a speculator, willing to
risk tremendous losses in the drilling of wildcats in the hope of reaping a rich return. Will he maintain his exploratory enthusiasm if he
is to be denied the fruits of success?44 Surely it cannot be desirable to
subject such a business to regulation by a tribunal whose traditional
39. But cf. FCC v. RCA Communications Inc., 346 U.S. 86, 73 S.Ct. 998, 97 L.Ed.
1470 (1953).
40. Eg. Because it would cause excessive disturbance of the streets.
41. Eg. Because economies of scale could be effected by operating as a single unit.
42. This was probably true of the '30s, but the validity of this point in recent
years may be doubted. See 44 Geo. L.J. 566-627.
43. Casinghead gas is a by-product of the oil industry, although gas well gas is
not produced in association with oil.
44. Senator Fulbright is convinced that the Phillips decision is resulting in the
withering of production initiative and the diversion of gas from the interstate market. See the Congressional Record, 84th Congress, 2nd Session,
pp. 14736-741.
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mode of working relies on the concept of a rate base. 45 The price of
gas produced should in no way be related to the amount of capital
sunk in producing it, for the service which the producer renders to
society "is measured by what he gets out of the ground, not by what
he puts into it, and there is little more relation between the investments and the results than in a game of poker." 46 Thus the public
interest is best served if minimum prices are fixed by state regulation, and maximum prices by the economic laws of a free market.
For no purpose, it can be said, is federal regulation of field prices
required. If the pipeline buys from its affiliates, then any extravagance in the purchasing price can be corrected by the Commission
in refusing to allow the full amount as a proper operating expense
of the pipeline. If the interstate pipeline and the production and
gathering are run as one business, then sufficient regulation can be
achieved under the rule in the Colorado case. Thus in no event is
direct federal regulation of field prices necessary. If any independent
producer-gatherers should in fact combine to maintain artificially
high prices, then the remedy lies under the anti-trust laws, 47 not under
the Natural Gas Act. It may be that the bargaining position of the
interstate pipelines is strong enough to force prices down so low as to
cause unconscienable waste of natural resources. But this can be
remedied, as in fact it has been, by state regulation in the interests
of conservation. 48 No extension of the Natural Gas Act is necessary
for the purpose.
There is, however, a strong argument against this view. Indeed
it is the only one which the present writer can conceive to support
the Phillips case. The primary object of regulation is to keep down
prices to the ultimate consumer, who has invested his capital in gas
consuming appliances on the faith of continuing supplies, and who
has virtually no bargaining position. 49 But price regulation at each
45. The case of Bell Oil Corp. v. FPC, 24 PUR 3rd 512, 515 (1958), suggests that
the Commission is, in the event, willing to recognize the peculiar characteristics of natural gas production, and to make some exception from its usual
methods of rate fixing. But even so, the qualified adherence of the Commission, and of the Circuit Court of Appeals, to the rate base method seems to
justify the criticism and suspicion in the text.
46. Per Jackson J dissenting in FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591,
64 S.Ct. 281, 88 LEd. 33 (1944).
47. Either by the Department of Justice under existing legislation, or by conferring a new statutory anti-trust responsibility upon the FPC.
48. Cf. Rostow-"A National Policy For The Oil Industry" Chap. 6.
49. This at least is clear from the Congressional Record. See the debates in the
75th Congress, 3rd Session pp. 6986, 8342-7, 9101, and Appendix 2422. This
purpose was also stated in the cases of Detroit v FPC, 97 U.S. App. D.C. 260
(1955), the Deep South case, Sunray Mid-Continental Oil Co. v. FPC, 17 PUR
3rd 188 (1956), and FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co., supra at 610.
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stage is dependent upon the prices obtaining at each preceding stage.
It was for this reason that the consuming states sought federal regulation of the interstate pipelines. For the same reason, it may be thought
that this regulation is in jeopardy unless it can be extended further
back. , 0 It may well be that the position of the independent producers is
competitive. It is also true that the interests of conservation can be
served adequately by state regulation. But these factors are of no significance if the bona fides of the producing states are suspect, or if, for other reasons, the rates fixed by the states are regarded as excessive. That
which would be a misdemeanor under the Sherman Act if done by the
producers in combination can too easily be cloaked with the legality of
an order by the state commission.6 1 Put more succintly, regulation of
field prices ought not to be left in the hand of those whose interest
is to keep prices up. This thought was in the mind of the Court in
the Interstate case, the Jersey Central case, and in Phillips itself. It
is difficult to credit that this was not the dominating consideration
which inspired the decision. Only on this ground is it possible to explain that feat of semantic ingenuity which resulted virtually in the
annihilation of the production and gathering exemption.
Local Distribution.From a plain reading of section 1. (b) it appears
that transportation passes from federal to state regulation at the point
where the gas passes from the interstate pipeline into the local distributing system, and that the last sale subject to federal regulation is
the sale by the interstate pipeline company to the distributor. No
greater precision was called for until some 12 years after the passage
of the Act, save only that it was decided in 1945 that where an interstate wholesale company is interposed between the interstate pipeline and the distributor, the wholesaler is a "natural-gas company"
52
subject to federal regulation. Colorado-Wyoming Gas Co. v. FPC.
In 1950, however, the Court held that federal regulation could extend
even into the lines of a local distributing company. FPC v. East Ohio
Gas Co. 53 East Ohio was a distributing company which purchased gas
in Ohio from two interstate pipeline companies. It then continued
the high pressure transportation in its own trunk lines for over 100
miles in Ohio to its local distributing systems. The Commission claimed
50. This was the explanation which the Court gave for extending federal regulation to the producer of electricity. Jersey Central case.
51. The Sherman Act has no application to the orders of state commissions.
Parker v. Brown, 317 U.S. 341, 63 S.Ct. 307, 87 LEd. 315 (1942).

52. 58 PUR (NS) 94.
53. 82 PUR (NS) 1, 338 U.S. 464, 70 S.Ct, 266, 94 L.Ed. 268 (1950).
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that East Ohio was subject to federal regulation and required it to
submit accounts and reports. The Court, by a majority, decided that
SI (b) made the Natural 'Gas Act applicable to three separate things; 1) the transportation of natural gas in interstate
commerce; 2) its sale in interstate commerce for resale; and
3) natural gas companies engaged in such transportation or
sale. And throughout the Act, "transportation" and "sale" are
viewed as separate subjects of regulation.
Thus although the last sale subject to federal regulation was that by
the interstate pipeline to East Ohio, nevertheless federal jurisdiction
over transportation continued until the gas was broken down into the
low pressure local distribution mains. East Ohio was therefore a
"natural-gas company" subject to federal regulation.
One cannot but wonder why the Court should extend federal authority by such a purely analytical approach, without any apparent
regard for the policy considerations involved. What public interest
could possibly be served by subjecting the company to two systems
of regulation? 54 If the company should act contra bono publico then
the only persons affected would be the inhabitants of Ohio. Why
then should regulation not be left exclusively to the state? As the Commission concluded in applying the East Ohio case to five Illinois distributors,

"

. . .we perceive no useful purpose to be served by the

exercise of Federal regulatory authority in a situation such as this." 55
Literal construction of statutes has long been condemned, 56 and rightly
so. 57 The jurisdiction provisions of a regulatory act should, it is submitted, be construed by reference to the nature and objects of the
regulation imposed. Here, there was no possibility under the Act of
any out of state interests being served by federal regulation of East
Ohio's transportation facilities, unless the pipeline ran close enough
to the border to make it feasible for connection to be ordered to some
out of state distributor (s.7a) . If evidence of such a situation had been
the basis of the decision then the case would have been quite satisfactory, but this was not so. The pre-natal history of the Act shows
that reduction of pressure as the demarcation of federal jurisdiction
54. Indeed as Jackson, J., (dissenting) pointed out, the consuming states would
never have supported the Act if it had been thought to extend any federal

control to intrastate retail companies.
55. Re Texas Illinois Natural Gas Pipeline Co., 92 PUR (NS) 211, 219.

56. Eg. By Learned Hand, CJ in Guiseppi v. Walling, 144 F.2d 608, 624 (2d Cir.
1944).
57. See Ogden and Richards-"The Meaning of Meaning".
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was seriously considered by Congress and rejected.58 It should not
have been revived by the Court.
It is not surprising to find that the position was reversed by an
amending statute in 1954 (c.115). This added Si (c) to the principal
Act.
The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any person59
engaged in or legally authorized to engage in the transportation in interstate commerce or the sale in interstate commerce for resale, of natural gas received by such person within
or at the boundary of a State if all the natural gas so received is ultimately consumed within such State, or to the
facilities used by such person for such transportation or sale,
provided that the rates and service of such person and facilities be subject to regulation by a State commission . . .
It will be noticed that the opportunity was taken to remove also from
federal regulation the intrastate wholesaler buying from an interstate pipeline.
Direct Sales to Industrial Consumers. Another aspect of this subject
is the question of direct sales by interstate pipeline companies to industrial consumers. There can be no doubt that such sales are in
interestate commerce. In PanhandleEastern Pipe Line Co. v. Michigan
Public Service Commission60 the appellant was an interstate pipeline company supplying gas to the 2nd appellee, a local distributor
in Detroit. The appellant proposed to make connection for certain
direct sales to industrial consumers in Detroit, but the state commission issued a cease and desist order restraining the appellant from
making such sales until it obtained a certificate of convenience and
necessity. The Court held, 1) following Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line
co. v. Indiana Public Service Commission,61 that direct sales to industrial consumers, not being sales for resale, are excluded from the
Natural Gas Act and are therefore amenable to rate regulation; 62 2)
that to require the appellant to obtain a certificate of convenience
and necessity is not an absolute prohibition repugnant to the Commerce Clause; and 3) that it would be no discrimination against interstate commerce for the state commission to require the appellant
58. See Cl I (b) of H.R. II, 662, 74th Congress, 2nd Session.
59. "Persons" here must include municipalities, in spite of S 2 (1) and (2). See
the California case.
60. 89 PUR (NS) 1, 341 U.S. 329, 71 S.Ct. 777, 95 L.Ed. 993 (1951).

61. 71 PUR. (NS) 97.
62. The Commission took the same view in the case of electricity in Wedron
Silica Co. v. Illinois Iowa Power Co., 61 PUR (NS) 319 (1945).
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to route its sales to industrial consumers through the existing facilities of the local distributor. The view which runs through the
judgment and which seems to be the essence of the decision is that
the consequences of the direct sales would, on the facts of the case,
be entirely a matter of local concern. The problem arose again in
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. v. FPC.63 Here the interstate pipeline obtained a certificate of convenience and necessity from the
federal Commission, allowing it to increase capacity. The Commission,
however, also fixed an interruptible tariff requiring the company to
offer any gas in excess of existing firm contract requirements to its
existing customers. The company sought to evade the tariff by making
direct sales to industrial consumers. The Commission conceded that
it had no jurisdiction to fix the rates of direct sales, but maintained
that it had jurisdiction over transportation direct to consumers.
Accordingly it refused certificates of convenience and necessity which
would have authorized direct supply, and issued certificates requiring
sale and delivery for resale. The court, in upholding this view, said
What the Commission does say, and rightly we think, is that
in considering the question of issuing a certificate of public
convenience and necessity for the construction or operation
of facilities for the transportation of natural gas to a new
customer either direct or for resale it, as part of the express
certificate authority given it by S.7 (c) of the act, 15 USCA
s.717f (c), over the transportation of natural gas, is, among
other things, fundamentally concerned with the effect the issuance would have on the applicant pipeline's present service
to its existing customers. This control over gas transportation
by the Commission is completely independent of the sale of
gas and just as important. It is a separate subject of regulation irrespective of whether the particular gas is thereafter
sold for resale or direct to consumers. [East Ohio case.]
(p.502).
It must be admitted that this distinction between transportation
and sale can be found in the wording of the statute. But its application becomes rather less convincing if it is recalled that Panhandle
v. Michigan was not merely a question of rate fixing. The issue, as in
Panhandle v. FPC, was the right of the utility to make the direct
sales at all. The resulting position-that the state may regulate direct
sales whilst the federal Commission may regulate transportation for
such sales-is most unfortunate. It is offensive both to the "plugging
the gap" theory and to the doctrine of supersedure. Thus any inter63.

13 PUR 3rd 497, 232 F.2d 467 (3d. Cir. 1956), certiorari denied 352 U.S. 891,
77 S.Ct. 128, 1 L.Ed. 2d 86 (1956).
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state pipeline company proposing to operate a new line directly
to an industrial consumer requires certificates of convenience and
necessity from both state and federal commissions. To give each authority such a right of veto cannot be conducive to the progress of
an expanding economy. Neither can this duplicity have been the intention of Congress in passing the Natural Gas Act. S.7 of the Act
is sufficient, both under the doctrine of supersedure,6 4 and on general
principles of construction, 65 to show that Congress has excluded the
state commissions from determining the facilities to be operated by
a "natural-gas company."
For these reasons, it is regretted that the courts seized upon the
distinction between transportation and sale. An alternative and more
useful approach was surely available. There is no warrant for saying
that any single operation of transportation and sale should be subject
to two regulatory authorities, although this is not to suggest that
there should not be collaboration between state and federal commissions. It is submitted that the public interest could best be served by
a twofold classification:
1. If the proposed new direct business will have a substantial effect
upon, or must necessarily be correlated to the regulation of the interstate pipeline, then the proposed business should itself be subject to
federal regulation.
2. If, on the other hand, the proposal affects only local interests
(i.e., interests in the same state) then it should be left entirely to the
64. Especially sub-section (c). This section certainly provides the exclusive and
comprehensive regulation necessary to oust state regulation of transportation
direct to consumers. In Panhandle v. FPC, the court, referring to an application to the Commission for a certificate authorizing construction of facilities
under S. 7, said (p. 503), " . . . . the decision of the commission must be
rendered prior to any particular gas flowing through the pipe. That decision
goes to the operation of the line itself. When the Congress gave the commission control over the functioning of a natural gas, it necessarily gave it
control over the functioning of a pipeline's facilities." It cannot be consistent
with this that the residuary state jurisdiction should extend to anything
beyond rate fixing.
65. It is a cannon of construction that if the legislature enacts that something
may not be done unless certain specified conditions are satisfied, then it is
implicit that this thing may be done if those conditions are satisfied. See Eg.
Airey v. Airey, [1958] 1 WLR 739, para. 2 last sentence. Thus when Congress
enacts (s.7.c) that "No natural-gas company . . . shall engage in the transportation . . . of natural gas, subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission . . .
unless there is in force in respect to such natural-gas company a certificate of
public convenience and necessity issued by the Commission authorizing such
acts or operations . . . " then, there being no reservation of any state power,
it is implicit that such a company may engage in such transportation if it has
obtained such a certificate.
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state commission. This would normally be the position where the
pipeline supplies consumers situated in only one state.
This test may involve a balancing of nice questions of fact, but it
is at any rate one which is familiar to the courts in cases under the
Commerce Clause. Also this approach is not too difficult to reconcile
with the wording of the Act. Certainly less ingenuity would be required than was used in the Phillips case. It must be admitted that,
as the Act now stands, the prices of sales for consumption by the purchaser cannot be subjected to federal regulation. But the test proposed
could be applied in this way. Where the direct business affects only
local interests, then it could be included in the local distribution
exemption as being ancillary thereto, and left entirely to the states.
Where there is some effect upon, or correlation to, the regulation of
the interstate pipeline, then the transportation aspect of the new business, and the primary question of whether the new line should operate
at all, could be made subject to federal regulation. For this limited
purpose, resort would have to be made to the distinction between transportation and sale. Rate fixing (and only rate fixing) of business in
this category must still be left to state regulation. But any discrimination against the pipeline company could be remedied by the federal
courts as an infraction of the Commerce Clause, and this, even though
the Johnson Act 6" might prevent direct resort under the Fourteenth
Amendment. In the Panhandle cases, the courts attempted to construe
the statute pursuant to the rule in Heydon's Case.67 It is submitted
that the policy of the statute could have been more effectively advanced by the above proposal.
ELECTRICITY

The first regulation of electricity by the federal government was
of a very different type from that which has been considered under
the Natural Gas Act, and began much earlier. In 1920, Congress passed
the Federal Water Power Act,68 mainly with a view to conservation
of the nation's water resources. The primary feature of the Act was
the establishment of the Federal Power Commission to provide a system of federal control over dam projects by licensing and regulation.
Not until after the Attleboro case 9 did any demand arise for federal
66.
67.
68.
69.

1934. Ch. 283, 73rd Congress.
(1584) 3 Rep 7 b.
41 Stat. 1063.
Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission v. Attleboro Steam and Electric
Co., 273 U.S. 83, 47 S.Ct. 294, 71 L.Ed. 549 (1927). This case held that the
states could not regulate sales of current at wholesale in interstate commerce.
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regulation of the interstate transmission of current from all sources.
As a result of that case,70 Congress in 1935 added Parts II and 11171
to the Act of 1920 with amendments, and the whole became known
as the FederalPower Act. These Parts provided for federal regulation
of interstate transmission and sales at wholesale in interstate commerce. It was upon this legislation that the Natural Gas Act was subsequently modeled. There was similarity in the system of regulation
established, and also identity of purpose in that the new electricity
regulation was, like the Natural Gas Act, designed to ."fill the gap"
72
left by the constitutional limitations upon state jurisdiction.
The jurisdiction of the Commission under Parts II and III of the
Federal Power Act is prescribed by S.201 (b) :
The provisions of this Part shall apply to the transmission
of electric energy in interstate commerce and to the sale of
electric energy at wholesale in interstate commerce, but shall
not apply to any other sale of electric energy or deprive a
State or State commission of its lawful authority now exercised over the exportation of hydroelectric energy which is
transmitted across a State line. The Commission shall have
jurisdiction over all facilities for such transmission or sale of
electric energy, but shall not have jurisdiction, except as
specifically provided in this Part or the Part next following,
over facilities used for the generation of electric energy or
over facilities used in local distribution or only for transmission of electric energy in intrastate commerce, or over
facilities for the transmission of electric energy consumed
wholly by the transmitter.
It will be noticed that, unlike the Natural Gas Act which defines
jurisdiction by applying the Act to the specified activities of transportation and sale, the Federal Power Act defines the powers of the
Commission in terms of jurisdiction over facilities used. This difference is further emphasized by a comparison of the terms "natural-gas
company" and "public utility" found in the respective acts. The substantive sections of the Federal Power Act, which prescribe the nature
of the regulation imposed, provide for what shall or may be done by
a "public utility" or by the Commission in respect of a "public utility".
S. 20 (e) defines a "public utility" as "any person who owns or operates facilities subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission under
this Part." Thus here, too, jurisdiction over electricity is by reference
70. See the judgment in the California case at p. 75.
71. 40 Stat. 847.
72. Connecticut case at p. 8, Wisconsin-Michigan at p. 520, California case at p. 73.
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to the ownership or operation of facilities, whereas jurisdiction over
gas is by reference to the activities of transportation or sale. Once,
however, the company has been classified as a "public utility", then,
as under the Natural Gas Act, federal jurisdiction is not limited to the
rate fixing of interstate sales or the use of interstate transmission facilities. The Commission may order the company to establish connections (s.202), to keep prescribed accounts and records (s.301), and
to file reports (s.304). In addition the issue of securities is controlled
by the Commission, and this without any relief from compliance with
state law (s.204). It is, therefore, a matter of some moment for a
company to be so classified.
The Exchange System. The electricity industry cannot be analyzed
so readily into the three stages of production, interstate transmission,
and distribution. Many of the jurisdiction problems confronting the
courts arise in connection with exchange systems. Experience has
shown that the most economical way of supplying electricity in many
areas is by a combination of hydroelectric and steam generation
plants. Thus two or more companies, who separately operate only one
type of generation, will connect up their circuits and devise a plan
of cooperation. In this way, they combine the benefits of cheap production from water power with the reliability of steam generated
power. Usually each company continues to produce the bulk of the
power needed for its own market, but shortages and surpluses are
balanced out by the passing of current one way or the other according
to the rise and fall of the river or the fluctuations in demand. This
is the typical exchange system. Sometimes one or more of the generating companies will also be a local distributor, but otherwise they will
sell to distributing companies. Sometimes municipalities will be included. Questions of federal jurisdiction arise when the companies
are situated in different states, or when some of the local distributors
supplied by one or more of the companies are situated in another
state. Under such a system interstate current may pass through several
companies from generation to distribution, and at each stage may be
only a small proportion of the current being handled by the particular company, often by the particular cable. In these circumstances,
the intangible nature of electricity makes it difficult to trace. Further
complications arise when two or more such systems are interconnected,
or when some generating or wholesale company, which is not itself
a member of the system, supplies current to or receives current from
a member. The distinction between a member and a non-member
supplying current to or receiving current from the system is that a
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member participates in the formulation of the plan under which the
network is conducted, whereas the non-member simply sells its current
to a member without any participation in the determination of its
ultimate use, or receives current from a member usually without any
certain knowledge of its original source. The problems of state and
federal jurisdiction which have arisen in connection with exchange
systems will be considered under the appropriate headings following.
Generation. In Hartford Electric Light Co. v. FPC,7 3 the company

operated a steam generating plant. All current produced was sold
intrastate except for one connection to the Connecticut Power Co.,
which was a member of an interstate exchange system. Connection
was made on the company's premises right at the generating site.
The court 74 held that any company generating current which, to the
knowledge of that company, is destined to be transmitted or sold at
wholesale in interstate commerce is a "public utility". It is not necessary that the company should have any control over the subsequent
disposition of the current, or that its destination should be mentioned
in the contract of sale. But it is necessary that, to the knowledge of
the company, the current would in the ordinary course of trade be
transmitted across the state line, or that it was "unavoidably destined
by the buyer for interstate use." There was in that case an overlap of
directorships between the Hartford and Connecticut companies, but
this was only relevant as evidence of knowledge by the company of the
use to which the current would be put. The court held that federal
jurisdiction was not excluded by the "facilities used for . . . genera-

tion" exemption because, 1) the company still owned and operated
facilities used for sale at wholesale in interestate commerce, viz., its
corporate organization, contracts, accounts, memoranda, papers and
other records, or, 2) alternatively, generating facilities are part of
the facilities used for sale at wholesale in interstate commerce. Thus
they are facilities over which jurisdiction is "specifically provided in
this Part", and therefore not included in the "facilities used for . . .
generation" exemption. On this view, the exemption is limited to generating facilities used for intrastate current only.
But the word "facilities" was not a novelty of such vague or elastic
meaning. It has been used consistently throughout the whole field
of public utility regulation to refer to the premises, plant, and equip73. 46 PUR (NS) 198, 131 F.2d 953 (2d Cir. 1942), cert. denied 319 U.S. 61,
63 S.Ct. 953, 87 LEd. 1258 (1943).
74. United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
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ment of the company. 75 Never in any other case discovered by the researches of the present writer has it been extended to include the
business organization, accounts, or records. It is submitted that the
word "facilities" must have been intended to refer to the physical apparatus used for the handling of current. This view is corroborated
by the contexts in which the word is found elsewhere in Part II. Thus
S.201 (e) defines a "public utility" as "any person who owns or operates facilities .... " It is repugnant to the common usage of words
to speak of operating accounts and records. The following sections
even more strongly support this contention. 6 Indeed the statute is
only sensible if the word "facilities" is limited to the physical apparatus, and there is no manifestation of any Congressional intent that this
word should have a more extensive meaning in S.201 (b) than elsewhere.
The alternative reasoning of the court is no more satisfactory. The
second sentence of S.201 (b) may be construed in two ways. The
first phrase may be regarded as the general grant of jurisdiction, the
"but" clause as an exception to it, and the "except as specifically provided" phrase as an exception to the exception. On this view, it would
be logically impossible to include the general grant in the "except as
specifically provided", for to do so would be to extinguish the primary exception clause. The court tried to avoid this difficulty by
adopting the second alternative. This was to regard the whole sentence as providing a twofold definition. On this view, the first phrase
is the positive grant of jurisdiction, and the "but" clause is added for
75. Egs. The Jersey Central case, Re Interstate Light & Power Co., 90 PUR (NS)
120, Re Otter Tail Power Co., 33 PUR (NS) 257, Re Chicago District Electric
Generating Corp.. 39 PUR (NS) 263, dissent of Jackson J in the East Ohio
case, Dallas v. Civil Aeronautics Board, 221 F.2d 501, 503 (D.C. Cir. 1954);
Little Rock and Ft. Smith R. Co. v. Oppenheimer, 64 Ark. 271, 43 S.W. 150
(1897); Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Co. v. Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste.
Marie Ry. Co., 217 Wis 426, 259 N.W. 618 (1935); Lehigh Nav. Coal Co. v.
Pennsylvania Pub Ut. Comm. 133 Pa. S. 62, 1 A.2d 540, 544 (1938) ; State v.
M.P.R. Co., 29 Neb. 550, 45 N.W. 785 (1890) ; U.S. v. Delaware L. and W. R.
Co., 40 F. 101 (C.C. N.Y. 1889) St. Louis and S.F.R. Co. v. Miller, 31 Okla. 801,
123 P. 1047, 1049 (1912).
76. S 202 (a) speaks of the ".
interconnection and coordination of facilities
for the generation, transmission, and, sale of electric energy . . " S. 202 (b)
speaks of the " . . . physical connection of its transmission facilities . . . " and

the ". . . enlargement of generating facilities for such purposes... " S. 202 (c)
refers to the shortage " . . . of facilities for the generation or transmission of
electric energy . . . " in an emergency, to be remedied by " . . . temporary con-

nections of facilties . . . " S. 203 (a) forbids a utility from selling, leasing, or
otherwise disposing of "facilities" without Commission approval, and goes on
to refer to the "physical property affected." It must be admitted that S. 209
uses the word apparently with a different meaning, but that is not referring
to facilities of the company.
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the sake of clarity to enumerate some of the matters excluded. The
"except as specifically provided" is an exception to the exclusions, and
may operate to extend the general grant. "In other words, the 'but'
clause is to be construed as if it read: 'Wherever it is so specifically
provided in Parts II and III, the Commission shall have jurisdiction
over the facilities used for generation, for local distribution, for interstate transmission, etc'." (p.209). Since the whole sentence appears
in "this Part" of the Act, the general grant is included in the exception and the "but" clause cannot operate to limit the extent of the
first phrase. Where therefore the generating plant is used for the production of current sold interstate at wholesale, it is one of the "facilities for such . . . sale", and therefore subject to the jurisdiction. 77

The "facilities used for . .. generation" exemption is limited to current produced for intrastate consumption. But this is quite untenable.
Even if the "but" clause is not strictly an exception, it is plainly there
to qualify the first phrase. The reasoning of the court requires that a
clause which begins "but shall not have jurisdiction . . . " can extend,

but cannot restrict, the grant of jurisdiction which it qualifies. The absurdity is patent. Further and in the alternative, it is submitted that
the opening phrase cannot be construed as a "specific provision" within
the scope of the exception, for nothing could be more general than the
general grant of jurisdiction. The words "except as specifically provided in this Part and in the Part next following" must therefore mean
"except as provided in other sections of this Part ... ". This is the view
taken in the Statement accompanying the Conference Report on the
bill, 78 which was before the court in the Hartford case, and refers to

a clarifying phrase in S.201 (b) "added to remove any doubt as to
the Commission's jurisdiction over facilities used for the generation
and local distribution of electric energy to the extent provided in
other sections of this part and the part next following."
Whether Congress intended to bring the activities of a purely generating company within the general jurisdiction of the Commission
by reason only that it sells at its premises current destined for the
77. If this were right, then by the same token it would follow that local distribution facilities are subject to federal regulation if the current is received from
out of state. This in inconsistent with the entire legislative history and was rejected in the Connecticut case. There the "but" clause was held "to be a limitation on jurisdiction . . . "
78. House Report No. 1903, 74th Congress, 1st Session at p. 74.
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interstate market may be doubted. 79 Certainly it was arguable in 1935
that, in spite of the Attleboro doctrine, the facilities and activities
of such a company should be classified as "manufacture" rather than
"commerce" and were therefore outside the scope of federal legislative
power8 0 On this view the company and its sales would be "subject
to regulation by the states", and specifically excluded from the jurisdiction provision of the Act. (s.l.a).
Why then was the court so ready to extend federal jurisdiction to
the generating company 12 years before the corresponding assault on
field prices of natural gas? The answer once more can be found in
the dictates of policy. The argument for the extension is equally applicable to both acts, viz., that federal regulation of prices at subsequent stages might be prejudiced or impaired if the prices obtaining
at the point of production were subject only to state regulation. But
the argument against federal regulation is much weaker in the case
of electricity. The investor who had sunk his capital into a generating
plant would be more determined to maximize his profits than the
oilman who had found a market for a hitherto wasted by-product. 8 '
Further the arguments against the Phillips case, supra, have no application to electricity. The difficulties to be overcome and the new investment required for a steam generating plant are quite substantial,
and for a dam they are even greater. The protection of the public
interest in this sector would be too precarious if it relied upon free
competition.
For these reasons the result reached in the Hartford case is not
criticized, but it is submitted that the decision could have been better
explained on the alternative ground advanced by the Commission.
This was that the connection between the generator itself and the wall
bushings of the generating plant, where the current passed to the
Connecticut Power Co., were facilities used for interstate transmission
or sale at wholesale, the ownership or control of which rendered the
company a public utility. This argument has greater merit than may
appear at first impression. The second sentences of S.201 (b) and
79. See the legislative history outlined in the Jersey Central case in the Circuit
Court of Appeals, 45 PUR (NS) 110, 123-125. Also the testimony of Dozire de
Vane, solicitor to the FPC, before the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, hearing on H.R. 5423, 74th Congress, 1st Session at
pp. 2143 and 2146.
80. Carter v. Garter Coal Co., 298 U.S. 238, 301, 56 S.Ct. 855, 80 L.Ed. 1160 (1936);
Crescent Cotton Oil Co. v. Mississippi, 257 U.S. 129, 42 S.Ct. 42, 44, 66 L.Ed.
166 (1921) ; (1st para. last sentence). Utah Power and Light Co. v. Pfost, 52
F.2d 226, 234 (D.C. Idaho 1931).
81. See note 43, supra.
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S.201 (e) define the jurisdiction of the Commission in terms of facilities. Yet it is apparent that federal regulation is intended to extend,
not only to facilities, but also to the businesses of transmitting interstate, and selling interstate at wholesale. Manifestly the Act presupposes that any company transmitting or selling interstate must necessarily own or operate some facilities for so doing. When therefore the
court finds a company engaged in the business of interstate transmission or sale at wholesale, it should give effect to the legislative presupposition by seeking out the facilities through the ownership or control of which the company performs these activities.
Perhaps the locus classicus on problems of the exchange system is
the case of Jersey Central Power & Light Co. v. FPC.8 2 There the company owned a transmission line from its generating plant at South
Amboy to the Raritan River, all in New Jersey. At that point, current
passed into the system of a second company, from which system current
flowed to a third company on Staten Island, the title passing in midchannel. Occasionally there was a flow of current in the opposite direction. Thus the company sometimes produced energy which was
ultimately distributed in New York, and sometimes distributed in
New Jersey current which had been produced in New York. The
court held that the transmission line was a facility use for transmission and sale at wholesale in interstate commerce, and therefore
the company was a "public utility." It made no difference that the company had no control over the ultimate destination of current passing
through the line, for it knew that some of it was used in New York.
The Attleboro doctrine and the definition of interstate commerce in
S.201 (c) were not limited to the actual crossing of the state line,
for "The purpose of this act was primarily to regulate the rates and
charges of the interstate energy. If intervening companies might purchase from producers in the state of production free of federal control, cost would be fixed prior to the incidence of federal regulation
and federal rate control would be substantially impaired, if not rendered futile." (p.136). Here indeed is the policy which justifies the
Hartford decision.
Local Distribution. Although in the Jersey Central case current
flowed both ways, it was the outward flow of energy for resale which
was conclusive. Whether the transmission line would be part of the
"facilities used in local distribution" for the purposes of the inward
flow was not decided. This point was clarified in Connecticut Light
82. 48 PUR (NS) 129, 319 U.S. 61, 63 S.Ct. 953, 87 L.Ed. 1258 (1943).
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and Power Co. v. FPC.s3 There the company was a local distributor
in Connecticut, and also supplied other intrastate distributing companies. The only out of state connection was at one of the company's
substations by which it received power from a member of an interstate exchange system. s 4 The flow through this connection was inward only. All the current so received was distributed to consumers
in the Bristol area. The court held that merely for a local distributor
to receive current from out of state would not be sufficient to make
it a "public utility." The local distribution exemption is not limited
to intrastate current. Jersey Central was distinguished on the ground
that there federal regulation of sales by the producer was necessary,
for otherwise federal regulation of subsequent stages would be "substantially impaired, if not rendered futile."
Here, however, the federal authority to fix the sale price of
the energy coming from Massachusetts in interstate commerce
attaches and presumably has been or at least may be exercised pursuant to the Jersey Central holding before the
energy reaches this company. What petitioner does or fails to
do is only after the incidence of federal regulation and
can in no way frustrate it. (p.7).
The question of the intrastate distributor who receives interstate
current at a point within the state on his own high voltage transmission lines arose in FPC v. Arizona Edison Co.8 5 The Ninth Circuit followed the East Ohio case and held, for the same reasons, that
the lines were facilities used for interstate transmission. Local distribution does not begin until the point at which the high voltage
transmission line is broken down. The company was therefore a
"public utility." The criticisms of the East Ohio case, supra, seem
equally appropriate here. In the case of electricity, however, the position has not been changed by statute. But a more encouraging approach is found in the judgment of the Seventh Circuit in WisconsinMichigan Power Co. v. FPC.86 Here the company operated two generating and distributing systems, one in Wisconsin and one in Michigan. A 132 KV line connected the two systems along which current was
exchanged in both directions according to supply and demand conditions obtaining for the time being. Current was supplied from both
83. 58 PUR (NS) 65, 324 U.S. 581, 65 S.Ct. 829, 89 L.Ed. 1206 (1945).

84. The company did have other interstate connections, but these were discontinued before the case reached the Supreme Court. They are not necessary to
the present consideration of the case.
85. 93 PUR (NS) 396, 194 F.2d 679 (9th Cir. 1952).

86. 94 PUR (NS) 515, 197 F.2d 472 (7th Cir. 1952), cert. denied 345 U.S. 934,
73 S.Ct. 794, 97 L.Ed. 1362 (1952).
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systems to certain municipalities and other purchasers for resale, but
the voltage was stepped down before the transfer to these purchasers.
Plainly the company was a "public utility" in respect of the interstate
transmission, but the issue was whether the sales to other distributors
were in interstate commerce, or whether they were covered by the local
distribution exemption. The court held that these sales were not
covered by the exemption and were subject to federal regulation. The
present significance of the decision lies in the rejection by the court
of the purely physical tests of reduction of voltage and capacity of
cables, and the emphasis placed on the business nature of the transaction.
. . . 'facilities used in local distribution' means facilities used
for making resale and distribution to consumers, jurisdiction
over which is left to the states ...

there is no ground for the

position that local distribution includes any transmission occurring before the wholesaler 87 who resells at retail is
reached (p. 522) . . . the interstate character of the transmission persisted until delivery to the wholesaler, . . . up to

that point, no local distributive facilities were in operation . . . (p. 525).

It is submitted that this line of reasoning is preferable to that used in
the East Ohio and Edison cases. An inquiry into the business nature
of the company's activities is more likely to advance that protection
of interests which Congress sought to provide than any arbitrary use
of the voltmeter or the pressure gauge.
The Traceability Test. Both the Jersey Central and the Connecticut
cases are satisfactory on their own facts, but warning should be given
lest they cause trouble in the future. The danger lies in the assumption of the Court in the Jersey Central judgment that it was essential
to prove that some of the current produced by the company was the
very current consumed in New York.88 The dangers of this physical
traceability test become obvious if we consider a hypothetical variation
of the facts. X, an intrastate producer, sells current to Y, an intrastate
distributor, a producer, and a member of an interstate exchange. If
all of Y's circuits are connected on one system, then X is a "public
utility." But if X insists that Y should operate two circuit systems,
keeping the X-Y current for intrastate distribution only, then X is not
87. "Wholesaler" seems to be a verbal slip. The word should obviously be "distributor" or "retailer."
88. This was done by showing from the records that at certain points of time,
the flow to the New York system was of such voltage that, as a matter of
arithmetic, some current from Jersey Central must have been included.
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a "public utility." 89 The balancing of fluctuations in supply and demand, which is the great advantage of the exchange system, could be
achieved by a control panel which would transfer loads from one
circuit system to the other according to prevailing conditions. Thus
the current sold by X to Y, although consumed intrastate, would make
an equivalent amount of energy produced by Y available for the
interstate market. Similarly in the Connecticut case. If the company,
instead of putting the current straight into consumer circuits at Bristol, had fed the power into its general system from which it supplied
the Bristol consumers and also resold to other distributors, then presumably the company would have been a "public utility." 9° Such
anomalies can be avoided if the court construes the statute and the
Commerce Clause from the standpoint of business realities, weighing
the state and federal interests involved, and allowing neither subtle
evasion nor the arbitrary application of federal regulation where it
can serve no purpose. But these problems cannot be solved by fixing
identification tags to the electrons.
De Minimis Non Curat Lex? In no case has it been held that federal
regulation should not apply on the grounds, either that the interstate
connection was for breakdown use only and not used in the routine
course of business, or that the interstate flow of current was negligible
compared with the volume of intrastate current with which it was
connected or commingled. Since one of the objectives of the Act is
to regulate facilities as well as activities,9 1 the scope for any application of the de minimis rule may be somewhat limited. In the Jersey
Central case, the interstate line92 was maintained primarily to guard
against breakdowns on Staten Island. It was used for such emergencies
a few times each year, but occasionally surplus energy was also sold.
Normally the line was maintained with equal potential at both ends,
save only for the "slop over" caused by small fluctuations. The "slop
over" was not the subject of any sales contract. Even so, this limited
use was not regarded as any sufficient reason for excluding federal regulation. It seems that the second proviso to S.202 (d) may be strictly
89. This is the result which Jersey Central suggests. But Wickard v. Filburn, 317

U.S. 111, 63 S.Ct. 82, 87 L.Ed. 122 (1942) seems good authority for the contrary view. Applying that case to the hypothetical, the X-Y current would still
be in interstate commerce.
90. And the position may be the same today, for there has been no amendment to
the Federal Power Act equivalent to the 1954 addition of S. 1 (c)
Natural Gas Act.
91. See Eg. S. 202.
92. Ie. the line from the second company to Staten Island.

of the
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construed. 93 Similarly it has been held that federal regulation is not
excluded by the circumstances that the flow of interstate current is
small compared with the intrastate current to which it is connectedPennsylvania Water & Water Power Co. v. FPC,94 Wisconsin-Michigan
case, and United States v. California Public Utilities Commission.95
A slightly disturbing corollary to this is that where the interstate current is commingled with other current, then the whole is subject to
federal regulation. However in the California case (at p. 78), the
court did suggest that, even though interstate current for resale flows
commingled with other current in the same cable, if they are the
subject matter of separate transactions, and if the amount of energy
appropriated to each transaction can be accurately measured, then
federal jurisdiction may extend only to that portion of the current
which is in interstate commerce for resale.
But the avoidance of unnecessary federal regulation based on jurisdiction over trivialties remains a potential source of trouble. It is not
difficult to visualize situations where, on the construction of the
statutes96 as extended by the courts, the federal Commission has jurisdiction, but where on the facts of a particular case, the public interest
would be sufficiently served if regulation were left to a state commission.9 7 The problem might well arise in those doubtful areas where
the extent of federal jurisdiction remains to be explored by litigation.98
The danger is that the Commission, in the exercise of a discretion
which it is sometimes assumed to have,9 9 might leave the matter to the

state. Alternatively, and more likely, regulation by the state commission may simply pass unchallenged. If the Commission delegates its
93. This provides that, with the approval of the Commission, permanent con-

nections for emergency use only may be made without thereby attracting
federal jurisdiction.
94. 94 PUR (NS) 1, 343 U.S. 414, 72 S.Ct. 843, 93 L.Ed. 1042 (1952).
95. 98 PUR (NS) 65, 345 U.S. 295, 73 S.Ct. 706, 97 L.Ed. 1020 (1953).
96. This argument is equally applicable to the Natural Gas Act.

97. Eg. When the whole business of a company is intrastate, save only for one
quite negligible interstate connection.

98. Eg. If any intrastate producer sells to a distributor who serves a few consumers over the state line, is the producer a "public utility" or a "naturalgas company?" For conflicting views on this see: i) The testimony of Dozier
de Vane, solicitor to the FPC, on 2nd April 1936 before the House Subcommittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, hearing on H.R. II, 662 at p. 24.
ii) Report (No. 1318 of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, on S. 2796, 74th Congress, 1st Session, at p. 8, iii) Re Kansas Gas
& Electric Co., 1 FPC 536, 542-544 (1938). iv) Re Cascade Natural Gas Co.,
CCH Utilities (1956) - State 17311.
99. This may be what Jackson J. was referring to in the Connecticut case (at p.
14) "Congress appears to have left to the Commission's sound administrative
discretion to determine whether or not to exert its authority in such situations."
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powers pursuant to S.209 (or S.17 of the Natural Gas Act) then there
is no difficulty. But failing this the Commission has no discretion to
delegate. Federal legislation excludes state regulation, save only to the
extent that overlap is permitted by federal statute. Thus if the Commission declines or fails to regulate any matter over which it has
jurisdiction then the result is a vacum. Any state regulation of that
matter would be unconstitutional00 In appropriate cases, particularly
where the validity of state regulation is questioned in retrospect, this
difficulty, and the necessity for delegation under S.209, might be
avoided by the use of the de minimis rule.
Sales to Municipalities. The local distribution of power is sometimes conducted by business corporations, but otherwise often by the
city or county. It is clear that the Act was intended to apply to all
interstate sales at wholesale, whether to a company or a municipality,
for there could be no reason for protecting the consumers of one but
not the other. Yet, on a literal construction, the Act expressly excluded sales to municipalities. This arises through the interplay
of the definition sections. S.201 (b) gives the Commission jurisdiction
over " . . . the sales of electric energy at wholesale in interstate com

merce . . ." S. 201 (d) defines "sales of electric energy at wholesale"
as a "sale of electric energy to any person for resale." S.3 (4) defines
"person" as "an individual or a corporation." S.3 (3) provides that
the term "corporation" "shall not include 'municipalities' as hereafter defined." S.3 (7) defines "municipality" as meaning "a city, county . . ." Nevertheness it has been decided that the Commission has

jurisdiction over sales to municipalities-California case, WisconsinMichigan, and Wisconsin v. FPC.101 That the exclusion of such sales
was a legislative oversight is clear from the purpose manifested by
the statute; and the courts merely exercised their traditional function
of rectifying an obvious drafting error. These authorities would no
doubt be followed on the construction of S.4 (b) of the Natural Gas
Act.
The California case also held that, notwithstanding S.201 (b), the
Commission has jurisdiction over sales at wholesale to the United
States. If the United States is acting as a local distributor to consumers
at a naval establishment, then again there is no reason why the producing company should be free to discriminate against those consumers.
100. See note 31, supra.
101. 97. PUR (NS) 489 (1952).
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Conflicts Between Parts I and II. S.20 of Part I reads:
That when said power . . . shall enter into interstate or
foreign commerce the rates charged and the service rendered
shall be reasonable, . . . nondiscrimiby any such licensee ....
natory, and just ... ; and whenever any of the states directly
concerned has not provided a commission . . . to enforce ...
this section within such state . . . or such states are unable to
agree . . . on the services to be rendered or on the rates or
charges of payment therefor, . . . jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the commission . . . to enforce the provisions
of this section . . .
The problem is whether sales by a licensee at wholesale are subject
to federal regulation in any event under Part II, or only in default
of state regulation under S.20. It will be recalled that federal regulation under Part II is "to extend only to those matters which are not
subject to regulation by the states." (s.201.a). S.20 provides for federal
regulation of interstate sales by a licensee only where the states concerned have failed to provide commissions, or are unable to agree.
In Safe Harbor Water Power Corp. v. FPC10 2 the company was a
licensee selling power interstate to its parent companies. The Third
Circuit held that the closing phrase of S.201 (a) "is designed to be
applicable only to electric energy transmitted and sold in intrastate
commerce." (p.353). Thus a licensee selling in interstate commerce
is not immune from federal regulation under Part II. On the facts
of the case, however, federal regulation would be appropriate on any
view, for the court found that the states were "unable to agree." The
matter came before the Supreme Court in the Penn Water case. The
Court held that
the language of Part II of the act makes all "public utilities"
subject to the regulation it prescribes . . . Part II . . . provides
for a more expansive federal regulation than that authorized
under Part I. It would hinder, not help, the Power Act's
program if we should impliedly exempt Part I licensees
from the more expansive Part II regulation.... Penn Water
is subject to regulation under Part II of the act. It is also
subject to Part I since . . . the States were "unable to agree"
within the meaning of S.20 of Part I of the act. (pp. 3 & 4).
The question was again argued before the Supreme Court in the
California case. Here, for the first time, there was no finding that the
states were "unable to agree." The Court was willing to assume that
102. 84 PUR (NS) 344. Certiorari denied 339 U.S. 957, 70 S.Ct. 977, 94 L.Ed.
1369 (1950).
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it must have been the intention of Congress in 1920103 to permit state
regulation of interstate sales. But, it continued, the extent of the Commerce Clause was not clear until the Attleboro decision. S.20 cannot
be construed as a grant by Congress to the states of permission to exercise power over interstate commerce for
Its language indicates no consideration or desire to alter the
limits of state power otherwise imposed by the Commerce
Clause. S.20 quite obviously is not based on any recognition
of the constitutional barrier, but rather assumes what Attleboro held did not exist-state authority to reach interstate
sales of energy for resale; its sole concern is the application
of Federal regulation on the possible failure of the state to
empower their regulatory agencies or their inability to agree.
(p. 7 1).
In Part II, Congress intended to cover all transmission and sale for
resale in interstate commerce, save only for those matters specifically
exempted. There was no sense in making this regulation dependent
upon whether the source of power was a steam generator or a licensed
dam. The closing phrase of S.201 (a) was not drafted with S.20 in
mind.
Part II is a direct result
together. The latter left
licensees sales for resale
former established federal

of Attleboro. They are to be read
no power to the states to regulate
in interstate commerce, while the
jurisdiction over such sales. (p.75).

The careful analysis in the California case is certainly more adequate than the reasons given in the preceding decisions, but is not
convincing. It may be admitted that S.20 is not couched in the language of an express grant of power to the states to regulate interstate
sales of current. It merely presupposes that such a power exists. But
when the presupposition was re-enacted 8 years after the Supreme
Court had held that such regulation was an unlawful burden on
interstate commerce, then surely this is confirmation of the continued
existence of the power in the states and should be construed as a Congressional grant of that power. Further the reference to regulation
by the states in S.20 is in the same terms as the reference to agreements between the states. If one is merely a presupposition then so is
the other. If assumption that the states may regulate interstate sales
cannot be construed as a grant of power, then by the same token, the
assumption that the states may agree cannot be construed as the intimation of Congressional assent to such agreements. All agreements be103. When Part I was first enacted.
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tween states would therefore be in violation of Article 10 (i) (3).
Similarly S.20 merely assumed that the states may regulate foreign
commerce. Here too there was no express grant of power. Thus the
reasoning of the Court requires the conclusions that in 1935 S.20 became surplusage, and that Congress re-enacted the section knowing
it to be surplusage. True that the section was not subjected to any
critical analysis in the 1935 legislative process, but at least it was not
1 04
overlooked.
The two phrases in Part II of the Act which tend to support the
continuance of state regulation of interstate sales by a licensee were
dismissed as inapplicable. But the authorities cited by the Court will
not stand investigation. Firstly, the preamble in S.201 (a), after reciting the regulation to be established, provides that " . . . such fed-

eral regulation, however, to extend only to those matters which are not
subject to regulation by the States." The Court said that this was not
drafted with S.20 in mind (p.73), and cited the Hearings before the
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on H.R. 5423,
74th Congress Ist Session at p. 385. But this passage was quite irrelevant. It was dealing with amendments to C1.201 of H.R. 5423 which
were nothing like C1.201 (a) of S.2796, the bill which was finally enacted. Secondly S.201 (b) provides:
The provisions of this Part ...shall not ...

deprive a state or

state commission of its lawful authority now exercised over
the exportation of hydroelectric energy which is transmitted
across the state line.
The Court said that this "appears not to have been drafted with
state rate regulation in mind", and cited 79 Congressional Record
10527, and Re Safe Harbor Water Power Corp.10 The first of these
is a speech by Congressman Rogers, which, even assuming it to be
authoritative, says nothing in support of the view for which it is
cited. Mr. Rogers, referring to S.201, was asking the House to " ...
grant us the privilege to continue, as we have been for 22 years, to
exercise our State right over the exportation of hydroelectric energy
transmitted across state lines... "
In Re Safe Harbor, the Commission said that Mr. Rogers was referring to certain statutes, 106 including, in respect of his home state,
104. See the Hearings before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce on H.R. 5423, 74th Congress, 1st Session at pp. 411 and 1615.
105. 66 PUR (NS) 212, 225 (1946).
106. Me. Rev. Stat. 1930) Ch. 68 s.I. N.H. Laws (1929) Ch. 106. W.Va. Acts (1929)
Ch. 58. Wis. Stat. (1931) 31.27.
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N.H. Laws (1929) Ch. 106. This may well be correct, for this statute
was an amendment to S.33 of Ch. 240 of the N.H. Public Laws, which
was passed in 1913, 22 years before Mr. Rogers spoke. As amended,
this section provides that hydroelectric power shall not be exported
from the state without an order of the state commission, and that the
commission may order the discontinuance of such exportation if the
power is needed for intrastate consumption. But there is no reason to
suppose that Mr. Rogers was excluding from his remarks SS. 1 Sc2 of
Ch. 240 of the N.H. Public Laws, enacted in 1911, which provide for
regulation of rates and services by the state commission. In other
words the authority cited is equally consistent with the view that the
exemption in S.201 (b) was intended to apply to the type of state
regulation contemplated in S.20. The criticism of Jackson J. (pp. 7981) of the processes used by the majority seems to be amply justified.
The case is a tribute to the abuse of legislative history.
The exemption in S.201 (b) was plainly not a grant of legislative
power to the states. It manifested a Congressional understanding that
the states had some "lawful authority now exercised over the exportation of hydroelectric energy which is transmitted across a state
line," which it was desired should continue. But if these words mean
anything at all they must be referring to state regulation of the transmission of hydroelectric power in interstate commerce. Yet such
regulation would be unconstitutional in the absence of a federal grant
of legislative power. 1° 7 No amount of state legislation can confer a
jurisdiction to regulate or restrain interstate commerce, where under
the Constitution, the states have none. The exemption must therefore
be referring to S.20, for there is nothing else that could be construed
as such a grantO08 The only alternative is to conclude that the exemption has no sensible meaning at all and no effect.
It is submitted that there is not present in this case any manifestation of Congressional intent, or any policy considerations, sufficient
to justify the Court in deleting from the statute book the whole of
S.20 and the exemption in S.201 (b).
107. Rhode Island Pub. Ut. Comm. v. Attleboro Steam and Electric Co., PUR 1927
B 348. Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 U.S. 553, 43 S.Ct.658, 67 L.Ed. 1117
(1923). H. P. Hood 9: Sons v. Du Mond, 336 U.S. 525, 69 S.Ct. 657, 93 L.Ed.
865 (1949). This is the area in which, even in the absence of federal legislation, the Commerce Clause is sufficient of its own volition to exclude state
regulation.
108. Indeed the specific limitation to "hydroelectric energy" suggests a reference
back to Part I.
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CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that no one method of statutory interpretation has been
predominant, neither has any single criterion been applied. Sometimes the courts have taken the literal approach, analyzing the statute
without any apparent regard for the policy considerations involvede.g., the East Ohio and Edison cases. The result has been the extension
of federal regulation to no useful purpose. In other cases, the courts
have adopted or attempted to adopt that construction best calculated
to advance the intention manifested by Congress in the statute, and
sometimes also in the legislative history, e.g., in the Colorado, Connecticut, and Wisconsin-Michigan cases, and in the regulation of
sales to municipalities. But a third approach has also been employed.
This is to construe the statute pursuant to the court's own view of the
public interest, notwithstanding that the manifest intention of Congress may require a different result. There can be no doubt that this
was the basis of the Phillips line of cases. One is tempted to suspect
that the same approach may have had some influence in the California,
Hartford, and Jersey Central decisions.
The search for criteria for determining which of these approaches
is likely to be adopted in future cases has been in vain, save in one
respect. Those few cases which have decided in favor of state jurisdiction have been exceptionally strong. Thus in the Connecticut case
and in Panhandle-FPC case, both analytical construction and the policy manifested by Congress required that result. In the Panhandle-Michigan case the Court was greatly influenced by the exclusively local
nature of the issues. 109 Yet in the remainder of cases, the courts have
decided in favor of federal regulation by any one of the above approaches, even though one or both of the others would yield a different
conclusion. Thus there has been a strong tendency to extend federal
regulation. With the ever increasing dimensions of economic activity
and the unprecedented importance of defense, it would not be surprising to find that federal control is expanding at the expense of state
autonomy. The significance of the present paper is in showing, within
the scope of its subject matter, that the courts are forcing the pace
further and faster than Congress is prepared to go.
It is not the purpose of this inquiry to consider the extent to which
109. The Court repeatedly stressed that the effects would be entirely local. No out
of state interests were concerned. The local distributor, and its service to the
community, would be unfairly prejudiced if it were deprived of a large proportion of the demand which it had constructed its facilities to satisfy. There
was also the question of duplicate user of the local streets.
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current criticisms of the Supreme Court may be justified. It is, however, pertinent to consider any material within its scope which may
assist in consideration elsewhere of the role of that court. There is
evidence, particularly in the Phillips case, 110 for the view that there
is some incongruity between Congress and the Court. But this does
not require the conclusion that it is the Court which is in default.
For when any issue evokes the local allegiance of Congressmen, attracts the influence of the oil and gas lobby, and simultaneously offers the sheltering emotional banner of states rights, then the sceptic
may be excused for wondering whether Congress is not too parochial
to render a sound judgment in the national interest."' Disharmony
between the objectives of Congress and of the Court can certainly be
detected, but how far this extends beyond this subject, and the question of what remedy should be applied to which institution, are matters outside the scope of the present paper.
The use of purely physical tests in deciding between state and
federal regulation has been most unfortunate. Notions derived from
the Carrier's Case"12 have been no more satisfactory here than in the
law of larceny. The doctrine of breaking bulk (or the original package theory) was used with undesirable consequences in the East
Ohio and Edison cases, but fortunately was rejected in Panhandle
Eastern Pipe Line Co. v. Indiana Public Utilities Commission,113 the
Hartford case, and in Wisconsin-Michigan. Similarly, the traceability
test should not be relied upon as an infallible determination of the
extent of interstate commerce.
The distinction between transportation and sale should be regarded with suspicion. There may be cases where it can be useful in determining the extent of jurisdiction according to the nature of the regulation sought to be imposed. But there are other cases in which the distinction has been carried to metaphysical heights at which it only
serves to jeopardize the purposes of regulation.
Any future revision of the Federal Power Act could eliminate the
difficulties of the Hartford case by defining jurisdiction in terms of
activities and/or facilities, instead of merely by references to the ownership or control of facilities.
110.

Perhaps also in the California, Hartford, and Jersey Central cases.

111. The decisions of the courts, particularly on the extension of federal jurisdiction at the production end, have stimulated a continual flow of amending bills
to restrict the jurisdiction of the Commission.
112. (1473) Y.B. 13 Edw. IVf9 pl. 5.
113. See note 61, supra.
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The de minimis rule might be a useful tool in some cases to facilitate regulation by a state where, on the particular facts, this is in the
public interest, but where such regulation would otherwise be excluded by the existence of federal jurisdiction.
This topic provides several instances of hard cases making bad
law, e.g., Panhandle v. Michigan. No protest is here made that the
exclusively local nature of the issues was taken into account. The objection is that this found no reflection in the ratio decidendi. Other
examples occur in the efforts of the courts to prevent evasion. Thus
if the company has already succeeded in avoiding state regulation on
the ground that it is subject to the jurisdiction of the federal Commision, then the courts may be tempted to stretch the federal statute
to effectuate that contentiona in subsequent proceedings. This was a
factor which, in the Interstate case, contributed to the ultimate judicial repeal of the production and gathering exemption. Conversely
Panhandle-Michigan is an example of tortuous efforts by the Court
to prevent a calculated evasion of state regulation.

